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ABSTRACT
Forming eective coalitions is a major research challenge
in AI and multi-agent systems. Coalition structure generation (CSG), which involves partitioning a set of agents into
coalitions so that social surplus is maximized, is a central
research topic due to its computational complexity. In this
paper, we present new methods for CSG utilizing recently
developed compact representation schemes for characteristic functions.

We characterize the complexity of CSG un-

der these representation schemes. In this context, the complexity is driven more by the number of synergy coalition
groups than by the number of agents.

Furthermore, we

develop mixed integer programming formulations and show
that an o-the-shelf optimization package can solve these
problems quite eciently.

guably, the state-of-the-art algorithm is the IP (integer partition) algorithm [4]. This is an anytime algorithm, which
divides the search space into partitions based on integer partition, and performs branch & bound search. Although the
worst-case time complexity for obtaining an optimal solution
n
is O(n ), in practice, IP is much faster than DP based algorithms. Furthermore, Rahwan et al. introduce an extension
of the IP algorithm that utilizes DP for preprocessing [2].
As far as we are aware, all existing works on CSG assume
that the characteristic function is represented implicitly, and
we have oracle access to the functionthat is, the value of
a coalition (or a coalition structure as a whole) can be obtained using some procedure. This is because representing
n
an arbitrary characteristic function explicitly requires Θ(2 )
numbers, which is prohibitive for large

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Articial Intelligence]:

hand, Dynamic Programming (DP) based algorithms [7, 3]
n
are guaranteed to nd an optimal solution in O(3 ). Ar-

n.

However, charac-

teristic functions that appear in practice often display sig-

Multiagent sys-

tems; J.4 [Social and Behavioral Sciences]: Economics

nicant structure, and it is likely that such characteristic
functions can be represented much more concisely. Indeed,
recently, several new methods for representing characteristic functions have been developed [1].
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agents in a natural and concise manner, and can reduce the
representation size signicantly. Surprisingly, to our knowl-
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edge, these representation schemes have not yet been used
for CSG; this is what we set out to do in this paper.

Coalitional Game Theory, Optimization Problem

We

examine synergy coalition groups (SCGs) [1] which is one of
these compact representation schemes. The optimal choice

1. INTRODUCTION

of a representation scheme depends on the application.

Coalition formation is an important capability in automated negotiation among self-interested agents.

These representa-

tion schemes capture characteristics of interactions among

Quite interestingly, we nd that there exists some com-

Coalition

mon structure among these cases: in essence, the problem

structure generation (CSG) involves partitioning a set of

is to nd a subset of SCGs that maximizes the sum of rule

agents into coalitions so that social surplus is maximized.

values under certain constraints.

This problem has become a popular research topic in AI and

that solving the CSG problem is NP-hard, and the size of

multi-agent systems. The CSG problem is equivalent to a

a problem instance is naturally measured by the number of

complete set partition problem [7], and various algorithms

SCGs rather than the number of agents.

for solving the CSG problem have been developed.

Sand-

a mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation that cap-

holm et al. propose an anytime algorithm with worst-case

tures this structure. We show that an o-the-shelf optimiza-

guarantees [6]. However, the worst-case time complexity
n
is O(n ), where n is the number of agents. On the other

tion package (CPLEX) can solve the resulting MIP problem

For each case, we show

Also, we give

instances quite eciently.
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2.

MODEL

A = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the set of agents. A characterisv : 2A → ℜ assigns a value to each set of agents
(coalition) S ⊆ A. We assume that each coalition's value
Let

tic function

13

A coalition structure CS is a partition of
A, i.e., CS = {S1 , S2 , . . .} satises
the following conditions:
S
∀i, j (i ̸= j), Si ∩ Sj = ∅, Si ∈CS Si = A. The value of
a coalition structure CS , denoted as V (CS), is calculated
P
as follows: V (CS) =
Si ∈CS v(Si ). An optimal coalition
∗
structure CS is a coalition structure that satises the fol∗
lowing condition:∀CS, V (CS ) ≥ V (CS).
is nonnegative.

(MIP formulation of CSG for SCG). The prob-

CS ∗

can be modeled as follows.

X

max

v(S) · x(S)

(S,v(S))∈SCG

s.t. ∀a ∈ A,

X

x(S) = 1,

S∋a

x(S) ∈ {0, 1}

3. CSG USING SCG
Conitzer et al.

Denition 2
lem of nding

introduce a concise representation of a

x(S)

characteristic function called a synergy coalition group (SCG)

is 1 if

S

is included in

CS ∗ ,

0 otherwise.

In this formulation (which corresponds to a standard win-

[1]. The main idea is to explicitly represent the value of a

ner determination formulation), the number of binary vari-

coalition only when there exists some positive synergy.

ables is equal to

Denition 1
of the form:

(SCG). An

(S, v(S)).

SCG

consists of a set of pairs

P S,

For any coalition

the value of the

v(S) = max{ Si ∈pS v(Si ) : pS is a
S
partition of S , i.e., all the Si are disjoint and
Si ∈pS Si = S,
and for all the Si , (Si , v(Si )) ∈ SCG}. To avoid sense-

characteristic function is

less cases that have no feasible partitions, we require that

({a}, 0) ∈ SCG
where in SCG.

whenever

{a}

does not receive a value else-

|SCG|,

and the number of constraints is

equal to the number of agents.
Our methods can solve a problem with 100 agents and 100

SCGs

4.

in less than 10 millisecond.

CONCLUSION
We showed that coalition structure generation can scale

up signicantly when the characteristic function is represented using recently developed a compact representation
scheme which is called SCGs .

Thus, if the value of a coalition

S

For this case, we proved

is not given explicitly

that the problem is NP-hard and inapproximable, and de-

S.

veloped MIP formulations. Experimental results illustrated

Using this original denition, we can represent only super-

that while the state-of-the-art algorithm, which does not

additive characteristic functions. But, if the characteristic

make use of compact representation, requires around 90

function is super-additive, solving CSG becomes trivial: the

minutes to solve a problem with 27 agents, our methods

grand coalition (the coalition of all agents) is optimal. To

can solve a problem with 100 agents and 100

allow for characteristic functions that are not super-additive,

than 10 millisecond. Future work includes developing any-

pS .
S
S
≥ 2, ( Si ∈p′ Si , v( Si ∈p′ Si ))
S
S
SCG.

time/approximation algorithms that utilize these represen-

in

SCG,

it is calculated from the possible partitions of

we add the following requirement on the partition

•

∀p′S

⊆

pS , where |p′S |

is not an element of

Example 1. Let there be ve agents a, b, c, d, e and let
SCG = {({a}, 0), ({b}, 0), ({c}, 1), ({d}, 2), ({a, b}, 3),
({a, b, c}, 3)}. In this case, v({a, b, c, d}) = v({a, b, c}) +
v({d}) = 5. We cannot use v({a, b}) + v({c}) + v({d}) = 6,
because {a, b} ∪ {c} = {a, b, c} appears in SCG.
The (modied)

SCG can represent any characteristic func-

tion, including characteristic functions that are non-superadditive, or even non-monotone. This is because in the worst

SCGs

tation schemes.

5.
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